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DLR CITE WAVE 8634

RAYBAT TYPIC AMFAUNA-25

REF DIR 86396

1. FOLL ARE POSSIBLE CONTINGENCIES AND WAVE PLANS MEET THEN:

A. AMFAUNA-25 BONA FIDE, BUT EITHER DECLINES RETURN CUBA OR OUGHT NOT DO SO DUE AMCUTLER-2 SITUATION. RESETTLE AMFAUNA-25 WAVE AREA.

B. AMFAUNA-25 BONA FIDE, OUGHT NOT RETURN CUBA DUE AMCUTLER-2 SITUATION, BUT INSISTS DOING SO BECAUSE WIFE STILL THERE. BRIEF AMFAUNA-25 HOW BEST PROTECT SELF FROM DSE INVESTIGATION, AND AGREE ON PREPARATORY PLANS FOR MARITIME EXFIL SELF AND WIFE.

C. AMFAUNA-25 BONA FIDE, WANTS RETURN CUBA AND CAN DO SO SECURELY. TRAIN AMFAUNA-25 IN COMMO SYSTEMS AND BRIEF ON EELS.

D. AMFAUNA-25 NOT BONA FIDE AND WANTS RETURN. LET HIM RETURN, FIRST SENDING WARNING MSG TO AMFAUNA-27 GO INTO HIDING.

E. AMFAUNA-25 NOT BONA FIDE AND INSISTS REMAIN IN WEST. FOR REASONS SET FORTH BELOW, THIS REGARDED AS BY FAR LEAST LIKELY ALTERNATIVE. IF IT SHOULD MATERIALIZE, BELIEVE UNDER INTERNATIONAL LAW BRITISH CAN ORDER AMFAUNA-25 RETURNED TO LAST FOREIGN COUNTRY.
TOUCHED, I.E., PROBABLY SPAIN. IF NOT WAVE WOULD EXPECT USE
KUBARK'S GOOD OFFICES ARRANGE RESETTLEMENT ANFAUNA-23 IN SOME
LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRY.

2. ACCORDING ANFAUNA-1, ANFAUNA-23 VERY DEPENDENT ON WIFE AND
WOULD NOT AGREE GO INTO EXILE WITHOUT HER.

3. QUESTION ANFAUNA-23'S BONA FIDES ILLUMINATED BY ANFAUNA-14
DEBRIEFING. DSE INTERROGATORS REVEALED TO HER THEY HAD ONLY
VERY RECENTLY IDENTIFIED ANFAUNA-1 WITH KUBARK AGENT "JULIO"
ABOUT WHOM THEY HAD BEEN RECEIVING REPORTS. THEY SAID THEY SURE
"JULIO" HAD LEFT CUBA OCT 62 AND BELIEVED HE MAY HAVE GONE EUROPE
BUT THEY IGNORANT WHETHER HE TRAVELLED CLANDESTINELY OR LEGALLY.
ANFAUNA-23 KNOWS ANFAUNA-1 BY BOTH TRUE AND VAR NAME, AND KNOWS
WHERE HE TRAVELLED AND HOW. THEREFORE BELIEVE HE HAD NOT
REPORTED HIS KNOWLEDGE OF ANFAUNA-1 TO DSE.

4. NOW THAT DSE HAVE IDENTIFIED "JULIO" AS ANFAUNA-1, IT LOGICAL
EXPECT THEM INVESTIGATE CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING ANFAUNA-1
TRIP SPAIN. ANFAUNA-23 HAVING BEEN INFLUENTIAL IN OBTAINING PERMIT
ANFAUNA-1 TRAVEL, HIS SITUATION MAY SOON DETERIORATE. BELIEVE
THEREFORE HIS EXFIL MORE URGENT THAN EVER.

5. SEE NO CONNECTION BETWEEN MINET POA AND KUBARK-SMOTH
CONVERSATIONS. VIEW URGENCY SITUATION, BELIEVE BOTH SHOULD
PROCEED CONCURRENTLY SO THAT EXFIL CAN BE EFFECTED AT EARLIEST
POSSIBLE DATE. REQUEST MOS DISCUSS CASE WITH SMOTH SOONEST.

SECRET

C/B COMMENT: ON 27 NOV, MOS LEARNED FROM EX-SMOTH REF PERUEN X THAT SOME
TIME AGO ANFAUNA-23 HAD VOLUNTARILY ADMITTED FACT HE WORKING FOR DSE.